Is the serotonin transporter polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) a potential marker for suicidal behavior in bipolar disorder patients?
Suicide prediction is a huge challenge for mental health workers. Structured interviews based on epidemiological and clinical factors don't show effectiveness for suicide prevention. Biological markers, such as 5-HTTLPR, could help for identification of potential suicide attempters. We evaluated 198 bipolar patients and 103 health controls, using a structured interview according to DSM-IV criteria. Genotyping, blind of clinical assessment for identification of S carriers and structured interviews were performed in order to describe clinical and epidemiological factors which could be associated with suicide behavior. Statistical analyses were calculated by the x(2) test and logistic regression model. We found that 26.77% and 16.67% had a lifetime history of non violent suicide attempt and violent suicide attempt, respectively. The clinical factors associated with violent and non violent suicide attempt had several differences. Violent suicide attempters had an earlier illness onset and had a higher number of psychiatric comorbidities (borderline personality disorder, panic disorder and alcoholism). The frequency of S allele carriers was higher only in those patients who had made a violent suicide attempt in their lifetime (x(2)=16.969; p=0.0001). In a logistic regression model including these factors, S allele carrier (5-HTTLPR) was the only factor associated with violent suicide attempt. Sample size and retrospective assessment of suicide behavior history are the limitations of this study. Our study showed that serotonin polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) is strongly associated with violent suicidal behavior in BD patients. If confirmed, our results could be an important step to create a genetic tool for long-term suicide prediction.